[What is the specific role of ANT2 in cancer cells?].
In the mitochondrial internal membrane, the adenine nucleotide translocator (ANT) carries out the ATP/ADP exchange between cytoplasm and mitochondrial matrix. Three isoforms with different kinetic properties are encoded from three different genes in Human: the muscle specific ANT1 and the ubiquitary ANT3 isoforms export ATP produced by mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS). The ANT2 isoform is specifically expressed in proliferative cells with a predominant glycolytic metabolism and is associated with cellular undifferentiation which is a major characteristic in carcinogenesis. Its role would be to import into mitochondria ATP produced by the glycolysis, energy essential to several intramitochondrial functions, particularly to maintenance of the membrane potential (Delta Psi m), conditioning cellular survival and proliferation. The mechanism of regeneration of this Delta Psi m gradient would involve at least three major proteins: the hexokinase II isoform, the ANT2 isoform and the F1 part of the mitochondrial ATP synthase complex. Taking into account this major role of ANT2 in cell proliferation and the very low expression of this isoform in differentiated tissues, this protein or its transcript could be chosen as a target for an anticancer strategy. Furthermore, previous studies showed that molecules of the cisplatin family, used as chemotherapeutic agents, led to the destruction of the mitochondrial membrane potential and thus to cell death. Does the anticancer effect of these molecules result, at least partially, from this mitochondrial aggression? If it is the case, the ANT2 isoform, mainly involved in the generation of this potential by its ATP4-/ADP3- exchange, could be considered as a more specific targeting by an RNA interference approach.